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implementation guidance fundamental standard for sexual ... - such as lesbian, gay, bisexual or
straight. queer is an in-group term, and can be considered offensive queer is an in-group term, and can be
considered offensive in certain contexts and settings. memorandum date: to: from - michigan - support
the formation of extracurricular student -led clubs, such as gay-straight alliances or gender and sexuality
alliances (gsas) in middle and high schools, in accordance with local policies. gay straight and the reason
why the science of sexual ... - gay straight and the reason why the science of sexual orientation the
relationship between biology and sexual orientation is a subject of research while scientists do ... ‘being lgbt
in school’ - department of education and ... - ‘being lgbt in school’ acknowledgements this document is
an updated compilation of a series of resources developed by glen (gay and lesbian equality network), the
sexual orientation monitoring information standard - 1 heterosexual or straight classifications 1-3 are
those which people are most likely to be familiar with, and are intended to simplify the question and answer 2
gay or lesbian classifications 1-3 are those which people are most likely to be familiar with, and are intended to
simplify the question and answer. classification 2 is ‘gay or lesbian’ as this category will include some women
who ... a practical guide for police forces - stonewall - • one in five say they do not think their straight
colleagues are well informed about lesbian, gay and bisexual issues. • one in five say there aren’t any visible
and open lesbian, gay and bisexual role models in their workplace. • one in seven are not open about their
sexual orientation with their manager or senior colleagues. stonewall 07. 02 tackling homophobic hate crime ...
gender identity and trans guidance for all schools ... - trans* men may identify as straight (sexually
attracted to women), gay (sexually attracted to men), bisexual (sexually attracted to women and men) or
asexual (feeling no sexual attraction to anyone). state board of education statement and guidance on
safe ... - clear guidance for school administrators, teachers, support staff, families, and students to ensure all
members of the school community have similar, consistent expectations for what is considered appropriate
conduct in school and at school-related activities. the school counselor and lgbtq youth - the school
counselor and lgbtq youth (adopted 1995, revised 2000, 2005, 2007, 2013, 2014, 2016) ... •provide a safe
space for lgbtq students and allies such as gay and straight alliance clubs •promote sensitivity and acceptance
of diversity among all students and staff to include lgbtq students and diverse family systems •advocate for
the rights of families to access and participate in ... ehrc monitoring of the public sector equality duty in
... - the gay straight alliance has been launched in three cardiff schools in partnership with the council, to
tackle homophobic bullying and help schools understand how they can be proactive in tackling this problem.
stigma and disclosure: implications for coming out of the ... - methods: lessons learned about coming
out by the gay and lesbian community include a variety of models that map the stages for successfully coming
out; e.g., identity confusion, comparison, identify acceptance, immersion, and identity synthesis. prohibiting
sexual orientation discrimination and ... - sexual orientation discrimination and harassment is a problem
that deserves the careful attention of every school district. if the district addresses the issue as a matter of
safety and fairness, and appropriately engages the community in policy discussions, it can foster a learning
and working environment, where all are treated equitably and with tolerance and respect. the district can also
...
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